Top 5 Global Investment Bank goes live across North America, Europe and Asia
with advanced EUC Inventory Management capabilities.
London, United Kingdom - August 19th 2017 Apparity, LLC the global leader in End User Computing
(EUC) Risk Management and Controls announced today that it has, in partnership with one of its flagship
customers, successfully completed the build, test and deployment of the most advanced EUC Inventory
Management system in the current marketplace.
The Apparity Inventory Management Solution (AIMS) has been part of the Apparity solution, providing
integrated EUC registration and tracking capabilities, since 2014. The new AIMS release will continue to
operate across a global community of many thousands of users managing tens of thousands of EUC files,
but will now deliver ‘built for purpose’ risk assessment and attestation workflow that is directly tied into
the types of controls that are assigned and monitored based on the EUC risk rating.







Enhanced Roles, Responsibilities and Entitlements.
Configurable Complexity and Impact Assessments
Configurable Risk Matrices and Risk Based Control Assignment
Registration and Risk Management Workflow
EUC Event Calendar and EUC Anniversary Attestation Workflow
Configurable EUC Active, Inactive and Retirement Functions

With the new release of AIMS, (10.4.x), customers will also benefit from GRC Application integration as
well as the Apparity ‘fingerprinting’ technology that ensures real time updates to the Inventory of any
managed EUC that has been copied, renamed or saved, regardless of location.
About Apparity, LLC
Apparity, LLC provides Enterprise Content Management (ECM) software and support for End User
Computing to companies within highly regulated industries. The Apparity technology securely monitors
and assists with all the material events that occur in the lifecycle of a mission critical EUC, without
interfering with the content or with the associated EUC business process operations.
For more information, visit www.apparity.com or contact us at information@apparity.com.

